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Abstract 
 

Secret information is shared in Military communication and it has to ensure 

the secured data transmission. The design and handling of military 

communications systems endowed with the capability of facilitating network 
oriented operations is still one of the biggest concerns in military systems. 

Communication in war field is a highly challenging task as soldiers are 

scattered in various locations. In this scenario, route path construction and 
routing would become an extreme burden owing to troops scattered in 

different places and in addition, the information security holds due 

significance. For the proper functioning of the network, each node must, not 

just be capable of sending and receiving packets, but also must function as a 
relay station for packets along their way to their ultimate destination. 

However, all these aspects are difficult to be combined in a MANET and this 

technical work attempts solving both routing and security issues efficiently.  
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In MANET, for providing better as well as effective route path establishment, 

various research works has been focused. This work highlights on cluster 
based routing protocol and detection of the packet drop attack employing the 

novel attack detection mechanisms. Proposed work, called Multi-Objective 

aware Micro-Macro Clustering using Hybridized Additive Weight based 

Cuckoo Search Algorithm (MO-MMC-HAWCSA). Also a simple, efficient 
detection approach known as Improved Side Channel Monitoring (ISCM) is 

designed for packet drop attack in battleground. At first, the proposed work 

helps in achieving optimal mobile node clustering by considering multiple 
objectives like stability, bandwidth, energy anddistance. First, it selects 

optimal Cluster Head (CH) in accordance of which the optimal clustering 

would be carried out. At last, attack detection operations carried out with 

ISCM technique uses thenodes close to a data communication route to 
monitorthe node’s message forwarding behavior present along the route. 

Hence, utilized the NS2 simulator to compare proposed work MO-MMC-

ISCM performance results with other state-of-the-art cluster-based routing 
protocols like HSACP, EE-HTLC, FCM and MO-MMC-HAWGA methods. 

Results of the MO-MMC-ISCM models are evaluated with the parameters of 

energy consumption, residual energy. Experiments are evaluated using NS2 
simulation environment and it is proved that proposed MO-MMC-HAWGA 

provides better optimal result than existing methods.  

 

Keywords: Improved Side Channel Monitoring (ISCM), Cluster Head 
(CH), Multi-Objective, Clustering, Cuckoo, Additive Weight.

1 Introduction 
 
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a distributed system comprising of 

identical mobile node’s set, with the skills to move dynamically and 

arbitrarily. There is no specified infrastructure, centralized management or 

dedicated base stations for this independent group of mobile nodes, and 
therefore the network topology experiences sudden. Modifications where all 

the nodes communicate over packet radios to the remaining hosts inside their 

range of transmission. Owing to its bandwidth and limited range of 
broadcast, a major number of the routes in MANETs are multihop in nature 

[1]. 

Without any infrastructure, network nodes are collaborated in an ad hoc 

network [2]. Ad hoc nodes can act as a router as well as hosts, which is a 
major difference with Internet. In network, for forwarding packets, assistance 

of other nodes in network are used. For network aliveness, this cooperation is 

highly essential. 
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In ad hoc network, as nodes are not trustable, forwarded packets may be 

dropped along the path, due to the presence of compromised or malicious 

nodes [3]. Normal packet forwarding is disrupted because of this malicious 

actions and it leads to network-routing topology change or Denial Of Service 
(DoS). 

In a network, when compared with other devices, router are high critical 

as they are routing the traffic and according to configuration and 
requirement, filtering is performed by this. According to various parameters 

like traffic amount, packet size, specific protocol, destination or source 

address, traffic is filtered by router. This ability makes it highly vulnerable to 

be used for attack. 
A class of DoS attack is packet dropping attack, where packets are 

dropped and makes disconnection between destination and source or 

degrades path quality [4]. Compromising of router using any possible 
technique leads to this disconnection or quality degradation. In loss prone 

network, there will be routine dropping of packets. So, it is difficult to find 

the attacks and prevent them. 
 

1.1 Malicious Packet Dropping  
 

During route information, malicious node gets involved in the first step 
to launch a packet dropping attack. In wireless ad hoc networks, underlying 

well known routing protocol’s vulnerabilities are exploited for doing this in a 

better manner. In a network, between nodes, trustworthiness assumption is 
used for designing this.  

Communication may be suspended or between destination and source, 

wrong information may be generated due to packet dropping in malicious 
intermediate node. This is an undesirable condition. Using routing protocols, 

malicious packet dropping condition is illustrated in the following diagram 

for better understanding.  

 

Figure 1: Route Discovery  
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1.2 Packet Dropping Scenario  
 
Under routing protocol, between source (S) and destination (D), route 

discovery process is illustrated in Figure 1. With unique identifier, a RREQ 

(Route Request) message is broadcasted by source to all of its neighbours in 

one hop distance. This message is rebroadcasted by every receiver to its one 
hop neighbour until it reaching destination [5]. Source’s sequence number is 

updated on receiving this message by destination and a RREP (Route Reply) 

message is send back to its neighbour which relayed RREQ. 
In network, in at least one routing path, a node has to be involved for 

launching packet dropping attack. Figure 2 illustrates this, where malicious 

node is C and packets from S to D are dropped by this. A RREQ packet is 

broadcasted by S at first to its neighbours. As mentioned earlier, this message 
is rebroadcasted  by every neighbouring node until it reaches D. 

 

Figure 2: Packet Dropping Attack  

This rule is disobeyed by the malicious node C and lies to S. It claims 

that, it is having shortest path to D and a RREP packet is send to S. Because 

of this, assumption is made by C is that, shortest path to D is along C and 

data packets are started to send to D via C, which will be dropped [6]. This 
indicates the general condition of packet drop attack during packet 

transmission to destination. 

For any attacker, most interesting part in any infrastructure is routers. 
This is because, entire traffic flows through these routers and using this 

routers, it is possible ti perform drastic activities. On router, flowing data 

packets are dropped in packet drop attack. There are two cases namely Gray 
and Black hole, which creates critical situations. Selective data packets are 

dropped in Gray hole and entire traffic is dropped in Black hole attack. 

Detection of Gray hole is a highly difficult task [7]. 

In this type of network, various attack launching like packet dropping 
attack are discussed. Routing algorithm is used in this paper for addressing a 

highly dangerous attacks called packet drop attack. 

MANET has become tremendously popular due to its broad variety of 
applications. This has led to many research works contributed towards the 
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problems of making the network reliable and improve its packet transmission 

performance [8]. Also, military and field rescue operations are hailed to be 

one of the extremely sensitive MANET applications. MANETs are utilized in 

military for communication where the army troops (data units) take part in 
the battle ground operations like fighter planes, tankers, and missile ships. 

Efficient communication can be of massive help to the decision makers to 

operate together in a generic structure, which can aid the military force in 
making a swift, parallel discovery of intruder activity and performing 

military operations.  

This proposed work focusing on providing the best solution to the above 

mentioned problem which includes,(i)energy consumption minimization and 
CH load balancing viaa framework called Multi-Objective aware Micro-

Macro Clustering using Hybridized Additive Weight based cuckoo search 

algorithm (MO-MMC-HAWCSA), (ii)And also introduced a simple as well 
as effective detection technique called Improved Side Channel Monitoring 

(ISCM) for packet drop attack in battle field. 

Organization of this paper is as follows: Literature review on attack 
detection techniques in military environmentexisting schemes are briefly 

discussed in section 2. The proposed methodology on packet drop attack 

detection in military applications system using MO-MMC-HAWCSA in 

section 3. The results and discussion are briefly explained in section 4. The 
conclusion is described in section 5. 

 

 

2. Literature Review 
 

In MANETs military environment, for detecting attacks based on 

flooding, a Mobile Dendritic Cell Algorithm (MDCA) is developed by 

Abdelhaq et al [9]. In MANETs, for detecting attacks based on flooding, a 
danger theory-based artificial immune algorithm termed as MDCA’s ability 

is investigated. For securing with additional improvements, Dendritic Cell 

Algorithm (DCA) is applied by MDCA. A Qualnet v7.1 simulation tool is 

used for testing and validating MDCA. 
For a flooding attack termed as Resource Consumption Attack (RCA), a 

simulation module is introduced in this work using Qualnet v7.1. In 

MANETs, in RCAs detection, MDCA’s efficiency is highlighted in results. 
In MANET, in military battlefield network, for identifying flooding 

malicious nodes, a reputation mechanism based on clustering behaviour is 

introduced by Kaur et al [10]. In clusters, nodes grouping gives different 

advantages in battlefield situation especially in Group Mobility model. At 
cluster heads, computed the node’s reputation which corresponds to its 

behaviour in network.  

Double nature is exhibited by this strategy. Genuine node’s false 
detection is fixed effectively as malicious ones. In NS2, simulated this 
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strategy. According to different performance metrics, performance 

comparison is made between new scheme and AODV protocol. With respect 
to different metrics, better performance is exhibited by proposed technique as 

indicated in results. 

For reporting defence behaviours and preliminary results modelling 

attack, Leverage game theory is proposed by Chen et al [11]. Military 
MANETs high survivability can be achieved using this. There are three steps 

in this proposed methodology. Inside and Capture attacker’s adversary 

behaviour are modelled in the first step. Best attack strategy can be triggered 
using adaptively and dynamically using this and eviction and detection are 

also avoided using this. 

For reactively and proactively countering dynamic adversary behaviour, 

defenders defence behavior is modelled in the next step using tolerance and 
intrusion detection techniques. With players as defenders/attackers, action as 

defence/attack identification, attack/defence dynamics is modelled using 

Leverage game theory and payoff for every outcome which is having relation 
to survivability of system. 

Proposed solution techniques are identified and applied in the final step. 

Defence/attack dynamics modelled using game theory are analysed 
efficiently as well as effectively using this solution techniques to guide 

effective defence technique creation to assure high survivability in MANETs 

military applications. A tool is produced at the end which is able to analyse 

attacker behaviours myriad and showing countering adaptive defence 
techniques effectiveness by incorporating defence/attack dynamics. 

In MANETs, specifically in disaster and military management, for 

detecting intrusion and denial of service, a Finite State Machine-Framework 
(FSM-F) is formulated by Ahmed et al [12].A finite state machine based 

Interruption Detection system for Adhoc On-demand Distance Vector (ID-

AODV) protocol is designed in this work. Close investigation of sequence 
number attacks and packet dropping attacks are performed and designed a 

detection system for the both. 

Attack detection model, finite state machine and network monitoring 

system are the major ID-AODV’s functional modules. In network simulator 
NS2, performed this simulation for evaluating proposed framework’s 

performance. State-of-art methods like AODV and RIDAN are used for 

making performance comparison. Results of better security to intrusion 
detection and denial of service attacks shows the proposed framework’s 

benefits as attested by performance evaluations. 

In military applications, for detecting and preventing black-hole attack, a 

cluster based method is proposed by Saurabh et al [13]. In MANET, black-
hole attack is an offence caused by malicious nodes, where a fresh route to 

destination is publicized incorrectly to attract the data packets. In MANET, 
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to detect and prevent a black hole attack, proposed a clustering direction in 

Ad hoc On‐demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol. 

For detecting exact variation between data packets count received and 

forwarded by a specific node, each unit member will ping once to cluster 
head. From network, the contagious nodes are obscured by all node if fault is 

perceived. With respect to Energy, throughput, End To end Delay (ETD) and 

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), system performance is measured. NS2 
simulator is used for recording the simulation inferences.  

 

3 Proposed Methodology 
 

A framework called Multi-Objective aware Micro-Macro Clustering 

using Hybridized Additive Weight based Cuckoo Search Algorithm (MO-
MMC-HAWCSA) is proposed. In battle field, for detecting packet drop 

attack, an effective as well as simple detection technique termed as Improved 

Side Channel Monitoring (ISCM) is also introduced. Optimum cluster heads 

are selected first and according to this, performed the optimum clustering. 
Macro clustering is performed during run time by proposed work for 

enhancing performance and generation of more clusters is also avoided. 

 

 
Figure 3: The Overall Process Of The Proposed Routing And Secured Data Communication 

 

Network Model 

User request for Data Communication 

 

Hierarchical Routing Protocol 

Efficient Routing and Security model 

Multi-Objective Aware Micro-Macro Clustering 

(MO-MMC) 

Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) 

Improved Side Channel Monitoring (ISCM) 

Improved Particle Swarm Optimization (IPSO) 

Energy Efficient, Load Balanced and Secured Data Communication 
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In route, node’s message forwarding behavior are monitored using nodes 

adjacent with data communication node. This is used for performing attack 
detection operation. Towards source, a directional side channel is constituted 

by these monitoring nodes in parallel with backward route (primary channel). 

Through both channels, alarm packets are issued to source node, during the 

misbehavior. Proposed effective as well as secured data communication 
model is illustrated in figure 3. 

 

3.1 Network Model 
 

Figure 4 presents the proposed routing protocol’s network model and flat 

routing topology or non-hierarchical topology are considered in this. The 

wireless sensor network management’s control unit is Command Node (CN). 
A highly powered node is CN and it has permanent electricity supply. With 

core network, CN has back-haul communication and it is responsible to 

construct routing table and every cluster’s distribution. Collected sensor 
information are propagated towards high end control centre. 

For collecting environment data, in a random pattern, deployed the 

sensor nodes. In nature, sensor nodes clusters are dynamic and from sensor 
nodes (SN), environmental data are gathered using this CH within its 

territory. These collected data are transferred directly to CN. In each and 

every data transmission round, there will be a dynamic change in cluster 

heads.  
 

 

Figure 4: Network Model Of Hybrid Cluster Routing Protocol 

 

Introduced a framework called MO-MMC-HAWCSA in proposed work. 

Under various objectives consideration like stability, bandwidth, energy and 
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distance, mobile nodes are clustered in an optimum manner using this 

framework. 

Optimum cluster heads are selected first and according to this, performed 

the optimum clustering. Macro clustering is performed during run time by 
proposed work for enhancing performance and generation of more clusters is 

also avoided. Following are the major steps involved in this proposed 

clustering algorithm. 

 Micro clustering based on MO-MMC-HAWCSA 

 Macro clustering based on threshold and similarity 
 

3.2 MO-MMC-HAWCSA Based Micro Clustering 
 

The  proposed protocol belongs to Multi-Objective aware Micro-Macro 
Clustering which is a weight based clustering routing protocols elect the 

cluster heads  based on a weighted formula. The weighted formula in MO-

MMC-HAWCSA attempts to take advantage of several concepts 
simultaneously, which includes load balancing, route maintenance, data 

transmission and energy considerations. Also, a mechanism to monitor the 

elected cluster heads in MACHM based on their energy levels in clusters 
maintenance task has been proposed. The proposed maintenance mechanism 

of MO-MMC-HAW uses CSA when possible before re-electing the cluster 

heads under maintenance. 

To solve data clustering problem, cluster centroids are reached by 
adapting standard cuckoo search algorithm. An n objects are used for 

performing this and m attributes are used for defining every object. In 

proposed work, cluster’s k centroids are computed using CS which is a major 
objective of this. Nests are used for representing solutions in cuckoo search 

mechanism and matrix with m columns and k rows are used, where cluster 

centroids are used for representing matrix rows.  

 
3.2.1 Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) 

 

A bird’s life called ‘cuckoo’ forms base for this Cuckoo Optimization 
Algorithm. Bird’s egg laying and specific breeding are the basics of this 

novel optimization algorithm. This modelling uses adult eggs and cuckoos. 

Adult cuckoos lays eggs in other birds habitat. If these eggs are not found 
and removed by host birds, those eggs will grow and becomes as a mature 

cuckoo.  

For breeding and reproduction, best place can be reached and 

convergence can be attained using cuckoos groups immigration and 
environmental specifications. In this best place, objective function is placed.  
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3.2.2 Cuckoo Breeding Behavior Strategy 
 
Some cuckoo specie’s obligate brood parasitism is inspired in CS 

algorithm by laying their eggs in host birds nests. Some cuckoos are involved 

in a way, so that, various colours and egg patterns of few selected host 

species can be imitated by female parasitic cuckoos. Abandonment 
probability of eggs are reduced using this and it increases re-productivity 

[14]. The point to be noted is, various host birds engage direct conflict with 

intruding cuckoos.  
Eggs will be thrown away by host bird or nests may be abandon and new 

ones may be created if discovered eggs are not its own. A nest where host 

bird laid its eggs are often selected by parasitic cuckoos. Cuckoo eggs hatch 

slightly earlier than its host eggs in general. If first cuckoo chick is hatched, 
his first instinct action is for evicting host eggs using blindly propelling eggs 

out of nest. The food’s cuckoo chick’s share which is given by its host bird is 

increased as a result of this. 
Moreover, host chicks call can be imitated by cuckoo chick for gaining 

access to more feeding opportunity. Different optimization problems can be 

applied with cuckoo’s breeding behaviour. For enhancing CS performance, 
instead of simple random walk, used the Levy Flights mechanism.  

 
3.2.3 Lévy Flights Mechanism  

 
In nature, in a quasi-random or in a random manner, foods are searched 

by animals. An animal’s foraging path is effectively a random walk due to 

fact that next move is defined by next location’s transition probability and 
current state/location. Mathematically modelled the selected directions 

probability.  

The Levy flights, typical characteristics are demonstrated by various 
insects and animals flight behaviour. Based on heavy-tailed probability 

distribution, step-length are computed in a random walk called as Lévy 

flight. After an n number of steps, random walk’s distance from origin is 

becomes a stable distribution.  

 
3.2.4 Cuckoo Search Implementation Steps 

 
A solution is represented every egg in a nest and a new occurred solution 

is represented by cuckoo egg. In nest, not-so-good solutions are replaced by 

employing potentially better as well as new solutions called cuckoos [15]. 

Every nest has one egg in its simplest form. For highly complicated cases, 
this algorithm can be extended where every nest has more number of eggs, 

which represents a solutions set. 

For simplicity, n nests fraction pa is used for approximation in last 
assumption and new nests are used replacing it with new random solutions. 
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Solution’s fitness or quality is in proportion with objective function for 

maximization problem. In genetic algorithm, other fitness forms can be 

defined using fitness function in a similar manner. 

A meta-heuristic optimization technique is CS and cuckoos obligate 
brood parasitic conduct forms base for this technique. Three idealized rules 

are followed in this CS technique. i) at a time, one egg is lid by every cuckoo 

and in a randomly selected nest, they are dumped, ii) best nest corresponds to 
the nest having eggs with high quality, iii)there will be a fixed number of 

available host nest and with a probability pa ε[0,1], host bird is discovers the 

egg laid by cuckoo. 

If alien egg is discovered by host bird, it either abandons the nest or 
throws the egg and new nest will be built. In other words, worse eggs fraction 

pa is used for approximating this rule and new eggs are used for replacing 

this [15]. Algorithm 1 represents the basic CS technique steps. In CS 
technique, expression (1) is used for generating new solutions t+1) for a 

cuckoo i. 

x_i (t+1)=x_i (t)+α⨁Levy(λ)                                                                  (1) 
Where, step size scaling factor is represented as α, step size produced by 

Levy flight are scaled using this. For a random walk, expression (1) is used, 

where transition probability pa and current location defines the next location 

or state. Entry wise multiplication is represented using product ⨁. Levy 
flight is used for exploring search space. In big run, step length of Levy flight 

is too high. Abandoned the worst nest’s fraction pa and a biased random walk 

is used for building new ones. 
 

Algorithm 1: Cuckoo Search Algorithm 

 
 
 

Input: No.of nodes 

Output: Optimal cluster centroids 

Objective function 𝑓(𝑥), 𝑥 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2 , … . . 𝑥𝑑)𝑇 

The n host nests 𝑥𝑖(𝑖 = 1,2, … . . 𝑛) initial population are generated 

while t<MaxGeneration or stop -criterion do 

 Cuckoo is obtained  randomly using levy flights 

 Its quality/fitness𝐹𝑖 is evaluated 

 Among n (say,j) randomly select a nest 

 if 𝐹𝑖 > 𝐹𝑗then 

  new solution replaces j 

 end if 

 Abandoned a fractions (𝑃𝑎)of worse nests and built new ones 

 Best solutions are maintained (or nests with quality solutions) 

 Solutions are ranked and current best is computed 

end while 
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3.3 Similarity and Threshold Based Macro Clustering 
 
Small size clusters are grouped using macro clustering for supporting 

high amount of packet transmission. Using similarity level, various sub 

clusters are clustered together in this phase, which leads to reliable as well as 

optimum data transmission. In this work, according to data similarity and 
density level, clusters are grouped together to ensure data’s successful 

transmission, which is a major goal of this proposed work.  

Clusters with different size are produced using micro clustering phase as 
mentioned in previous sub section, which leads to low node density in some 

spatial regions or competition between adjacent Cluster heads. In these 

clusters, in environment, nodes are scattered, which leads to more difficulties 

in establishing route path. High computation overhead is produced by 
clusters having large nodes count. In this condition, it is not possible to make 

correct decision.  

Small clusters having less density or less nodes count are combined as 
one cluster using Macro clustering. It is possible to avoid the unwanted 

burden created by handling more number of sub clusters using macro 

clustering. And also, it is possible to avoid unwanted resource wastage 
produced because of huge amount sub cluster maintenance. So, macro 

clustering is done, where minor clusters are combined with other adjacent 

clusters. Cluster size within the predefined threshold are combined together.  

In this condition, to equalize size of clusters, our second technique is 
represented by this. Based on hops count that they far from its CHs, 

similarity is set up by every cluster’s leaf nodes. Combined the clusters 

which has same distance.  

 
3.4 Improved Side Channel Monitoring 

 
In a route between destination and source, for every node, sub-set of 

neighbours called SCM is selected for observing as well as for monitoring 

message forwarding behaviours. For informing source regarding 

misbehaving node, generated the alarm channel with side and primary 
channel. Nodes in the route are formed using Primary Channel (PC) and 

monitoring neighbours subset is used for forming Side channel (SC). 
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Figure 5: An Illustration Of Side Channel Monitoring Technique  

 

As an example, consider an established data communication path R =
 a0. . . ak + 1 with k ≥  0 and a0 , ak + 1 being source and destination 

respectively. It’s assumed that a1, . . . , ak are normal at route establishment 

time and that a0 and ak + 1 are always normal during their communication 

time. Packets transmitted along R can be classified as alarm or data packets. 
Data packets flow from a0 to ak+1 meanwhile alarm packets flow in opposite 

direction. The alarm packets are normally generated by intermediate nodes 

and transmitted to the source through the SC. In (Figure 5(a)), for the two 

successive nodes ai − 1 and ai between source and destination, a set Gi of 

nodes are selected as observers. The selected nodes in Gi are responsible for 

monitoring whether ai forwards ai − 1’s data packets towards ak + 1 and 

generate an alarm when it fails to forward within a given time window. 

Figure 5(b), the logical view of observer nodes is presented. Gi [1 2 3 4 5] 
monitors ai − 1 and Gi + 1 [4 5 6 7 8 9] monitors ai. 

For a particular node under observation, the set of monitoring nodes keep 

observing its data forwarding behavior. If it fails to forward a data packet 
within a given time period, the set generates an alarm that is sent to the 

source through the SC created between different sets of monitoring nodes as 

illustrated in Figure 5(c). The watch dog nodes in the path also construct a 
PC for forwarding such kind of misbehavior to the to the source [16]. The 

source accumulates this information about a particular node and once it has 

exceeded a threshold value, it generates a warning message that is forwarded 

to all the nodes in the network and reconstructs a different path that excludes 
the misbehaving node. Since, the primary channel operates the same way as 

the watch dog and all the neighboring nodes have the ability to do side 

channel monitoring, in mobile environments, SCM detects packet drop 
attack. SCM on the other side generates lots of network traffic from the side 

channels and primary channel causing communication overhead. 

A simple detection method called Side Channel Monitoring (SCM) is 

introduced. This method has a well-known Watchdog technique as a special 
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case. Two channels are used in SCM method namely side and primary 

channel. For communication, in active route, nodes set adjacent to every 
node is selected as observer for monitoring message forwarding 

misbehaviour. Primary channel has active route nodes and side channels has 

observer nodes.  

Through both channels, alarm message is send to source node for 
informing misbehaviour detection by monitor nodes. Cooperative attacks can 

be detected using SCM and it uses only local communication. In route, for 

every node, neighbour sub set is selected using SCM principle as observer 
for monitoring its behaviour during message forwarding. To source, 

directional primary communication channel is formed using backward route 

and side channel is constituted using observer nodes. 

To report misbehaviours to source node, two channels are used. There is 
a chance of unsuccessful delivery of misbehaviour report to source due to 

two channels topological dis-connectivity ad collusion between attackers, 

which leads to failures in detection. 
 

3.4.1Process of Improved Side Channel Monitoring 
  
 Proper behaviour is exhibited by a network with normal nodes in initial 

condition. Some nodes may become up normal like compromised by 

external attackers during the operation of network. Packet drop attacks are 

performed by abnormal nodes. A data communication path 𝑅 =
𝑎0, . . . , 𝑎𝑘 + 1 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘 ≥  0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎0 𝑎𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒, 𝑎𝑘 + 1 as destination, 

which is established is considered here. At the time of route establishment, 

normal condition of 𝑎1, . . . , 𝑎𝑘 are assumed and during its communication 

time, 𝑎0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑘 + 1 are always normal. 

 Various packets types can be identified by nodes by checking header of 

packets. As routing phase is over, along R, transmitted packets are classified 

as alarm or data packets. Flow of data packet is from 𝑎0 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑘 + 1 and there 
are contents specific to application. In opposite direction, alarm packets 

flows and destined to a0.  

 Along R, information regarding identified packet drop behaviors are 
carried by them and are defined as, 

 An abnormal node acts as either black or grey hole.  

 Between a0 and ai+1, data communication is attacked by black hole 

attacks where incoming packets are dropped blindly, whether data or 

alarm packets.  

 Only alarm packets are dropped in grey hole for protecting other 

abnormal nodes from being detected.  
 Development of a method which enables source a0 in detection of 

abnormal nodes in route is mainly focused. Following additional 

assumptions are made for analysis purpose. With density δ, nodes are 
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distributed randomly in an uniform manner, where in an area, nodes count is 

measured as nodal communication range. With probability ρ which is an 

abnormal rate, they are equally likely to become abnormal. Every abnormal 

node may become grey hole with grey hole rate of χ. 
 

3.5 Wathdog and Observer  
  
 In R, any node ai−1 (1 ≤ i ≤ k) may become a watchdog and it can 

monitor whether data packets are forwarded by next hop ai or not and it can 

make alarms if required. A nodes set Gis are selected as observer for any 

two successive nodes ai and ai−1. Common neighbours of ai and ai−1 are 
there in this set. Without additional communication, it is established locally. 

Routing process are monitored using these nodes.  

 Forwarding of ai−1’s data packets to ak+1 by ai is monitored using Gi 
nodes and alarm can be made accordingly. A primary channel is constituted 

by intermediate nodes prior to ai, i.e., ai−1,...,a1 and is represented as P C(i). 

In a same way, side channel SC(i)  is constituted by observer sets Gi,...,G1. 
Side and primary channels are directional and leads from ai to a0. 

 By definition, P C(j) ⊂ P C(i) and SC(j) ⊂ SC(i) for j. Every node aj ∈ P 

C(i) respective to a hop which is defined using observer sets Gi and Gi+1 in 

SC(i). Combination of P C(i) and SC(i) is termed as alarm channel AC(i). 
Alarm packets generated by ai−1 or Gi to a0 are delivered using this 

channel. 

 In figure 5(a), data communication path is indicated using arrowed lines 
and nodal transmission range is indicated using dashed circles, highlighted 

the observer sets Gi = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and Gi+1 = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. 

Corresponding logic view and monitoring relations are shown in Figure 

5(b), P C(6) and SC(6) are illustrated in Figure 5(c).  

 
3.6 Alarm Generation and Propagation  
  
 Both guard dog ai−1 and onlooker hubs Gi alert source hub a0 when ai 

gives off an impression of being playing parcel drop assault. In particular, 

for every information parcel (from ai−1) expected for ai to advance, in the 
event that they don't watch a relating sending movement by ai inside a 

period window of size W1, they will accept that ai has dropped the bundle 

and make a record about it locally.  

 Any hub among ai−1 and spectator set Gi, in the wake of making such a 
misconduct inference on ai for an edge number θ1 of sequential bundles, 

considers ai dubious and communicates an alert parcel including the 

identifier of ai.  
 A hub in P C(i) or an eyewitness hub in SC(i) retransmits a caution 

bundle when it gets the parcel unexpectedly, on the off chance that it has not 
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yet created a similar alert itself. Thusly, the caution bundle about ai will 

spread along AC(i) (i.e., P C(i) and SC(i) in equal) until it comes to a0. In 
Fig. 5(c), a6 drops information parcels as dark opening. Both a5 and G6 

distinguish it and send an alert bundle, which at that point proliferate along 

AC(6) following the arrowed lines toward a0.  

 During the above portrayed course of alert engendering, any aj ∈ P C(i) 
should either produce a caution about ai (for this situation j = I − 1) or 

forward one (from aj+1 or an onlooker hub in Gj+1). Henceforth, Gj+1 

hopes to watch such a movement by aj−1. Else, they communicate an alert 
bundle about aj−1 following a similar approach. For instance, in Fig. 5(c) 

hub a4 plays dark gap assault, and G5 identifies it and cautions a0 by 

sending a committed alert bundle.  

 In the wake of accepting in excess of an edge number θ2 of various 
caution parcels for ai inside a period window of size W2, source a0 reasons 

that ai is irregular and advises the whole organization, for instance, by 

flooding a notice message summing up all these alert bundles. It will at that 
point revamp a course to ak+1, maintaining a strategic distance from all 

known irregular hubs. 

3.7 Threshold Selection  
  

 SCM, there are four edges, i.e., W1, W2, θ1 and θ2, among which W2 

and θ2 are utilized by a0 and are normally characterized progressively by a0 

as indicated by the idea of its started correspondence with ak+1. In basic 
correspondence situations, for example, war zone and crisis salvage with 

negligible, if not zero, resilience to data (bundle) misfortune, θ2 and W2 

ought to be given a little worth. In non-basic circumstances then again, they 
might be loose to a moderately huge worth. Beneath center around the other 

two limits.  

 For edge W1, it is the time window size of conduct checking at guard 

dog/onlooker level. Naturally, it ought to be versatile to nearby organize 
condition. A hub vigorously stacked with bundle sending errands (i.e., 

showing up in countless information correspondence ways) displays 

enormous parcel sending delay; a huge time window ought to be utilized for 
it in order to diminish bogus alert. To this end, any hub b among ai−1 and Gi 

gauges its own MAC postpone D(b) and accepts that the topographically 

close ai has comparative correspondence burden and MAC delay.  
 It sets W1 = α × D(b), where α is a tuning boundary of SCM's 

affectability to each single bundle drop. Like W1, θ1 is additionally utilized 

at guard dog/eyewitness level. It characterizes a bundle drop assault by 

determining the quantity of identified continuous parcel drops. The 
estimation of this edge is generally bigger than 1 with the goal that 

intermittent parcel drops (e.g., because of organization clog) can be endured. 
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 Along the route, based on performed communication, sensitivity of SCM 

to packet drop or loss is defined. So,  source node a0 defines θ1, which is 

different from local computation of W1 and are embedded with routing 

control packets or data packets in order pass to observer or watchdog nodes.  
 The alarm channel AC(i)’s connectivity defines the ai detection. 

Combination of immunity to abnormal nodes and topological connectivity 

defines the connectivity here. There will be guaranteed detection e.g AC(i) 
connectivity with side channel SC(i)’s connection. But it is not a required 

condition. Topological connection is shown by primary channel P C(i) if it 

has grey holes and abnormal nodes as ai is the first black hole. 

 So, in P C(i), μ = ρχ defines abnormal rate and 1 – μ defines normal rate. 
In P C(i), assumption is made that t ≥ 0 as abnormal nodes count. If t=0, 

there will be guaranteed detection. Else it will be defined by SC(i) bridges 

over t abnormal nodes, whether respective t hops in SC(i) are connected. 
The proposed improved particle swarm optimization algorithm (IPSOA) is 

used for computing every node’s weight values according to threshold.  

 
3.8 Improved Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (IPSOA) 
  

 Number of particles are used in Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) for 

constituting a swarm which moves around search space for finding best 
solution. In a D-dimensional space, every particle is assumed as a point, 

flying experience of every particle and other particle’s flying experience are 

used for adjusting its “flying” [17]. 
 For computing optimum solution, in D-dimensional space, particles fly 

with certain velocity. The particle i’s velocity is given by 𝑉𝑖 =
 (𝑣𝑖1, 𝑣𝑖2, . . . , 𝑣𝑖𝐷), (𝑥, 𝑥𝑖2, . . . , 𝑥𝑖𝐷) represents their location, 𝑝𝑔 =

(𝑝𝑔1, 𝑝𝑔2, . . . , 𝑝𝑔𝐷) indicates particle i’s optimum location, which is also 

termed as 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,  𝑝𝑔 =  (𝑝𝑔1, 𝑝𝑔2, . . . , 𝑝𝑔𝐷) represents all particles global 

optimum position, it is also termed as 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 . For computing fitness value, in 

group, every particle has its fitness function. Expressions (2) and (3) 

indicates dimension d’s velocity update expression.   

𝑣𝑖𝑑 = 𝑤 × 𝑣𝑖𝑑 + 𝑐1 × 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑( ) × (𝑝𝑖𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑) + 𝑐2 × 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑( ) ×
(𝑝𝑔𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑)                                                                                                              (2) 

(𝑋𝑖𝑑 = 𝑥𝑖𝑑 + 𝑣𝑖𝑑)                         (3) 

Following are the PSO parameters. Random functions are represented as      

rand ( ) and Rand ( ) with values between 0 to 1, iterations maximum count 
is represented as Gmax, maximum velocity is represented as vmax, acceleration 

constants are given by C1 and C2, inertia weight is expressed as w and 

population quantity is given by Q. 

 Among populations, information communication are enhanced using 
IPSO in optimization and population diversity is maintained for rectifying 

classical optimization algorithms limitations is solving optimization 
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problems in non-linear, strong coupling and multi-parameter engineering. 

Advanced convergence and easy trapping into local minima are the major 
limitations.  

 Analysed the parameters getting involved in imported “local-global 

information sharing” and computed the parameter selection principle for 

performance analysis. Classical functions multiple sets are used for testing 
classical optimization and IPSO algorithms performance for verifying 

IPSO’s global search performance.   

 In better solutions computation, PSO algorithms performance can be 
enhanced using IPSO variant and it preserves fast convergence and 

simplicity of PSO. In iterative search process, a simple as well as effective 

new operation is introduced to defines this divergence restriction factor, 

which enhances new search space area exploration ability of algorithm. New 
search space may have better solutions and intermediate solutions can be 

exploited. Modified PSO version which is defined according to parameter 

settings defines proposed variants starting point.  

 
3.9 Divergence Restriction Factor 
 
 In Text Categorization, the text feature vector dimensions will be very 

high in general. In PSO, if global optimum value is not found by particles, 

they will gather in a common point. So PSO is introduced with divergence 

restriction factor K for ensuring better convergence. Velocity value is 
expressed in (2). 

𝑣𝑖𝑑 = 𝐾[𝑣𝑖𝑑 + 𝑐1 × 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() × (𝑝𝑖𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑) + 𝑐2 × 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑() × (𝑝𝑔𝑑 −

𝑥𝑖𝑑)]                                                                                              (4) 

Proposed expression for computing divergence restriction factor K is used in 

algorithm 2. The c1 and c2 value are similar and are assigned as 2.05, which 

is similar to Clerc’s experiment. For experimentation, K’s four decimal 

places are reversed. Specific velocity is expressed in expression (4). 

𝑣𝑖𝑑 = 0.7298 × [𝑣𝑖𝑑 + 2.05 × 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() × (𝑝𝑖𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑) + 2.05 × 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑() ×
(𝑝𝑔𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑)  (5) 

 In a wide range, in PSO, particles needs to be detected in early iterations 

for computing optimum solution’s likely location. For computing optimum 

point, within a small range, it needs to be developed in later iterations. So, in 

early stages, value of K should be larger and in later iterations, value of K 
should be smaller. In a longer duration of later stages, value of K needs to 

become small slowly to minimum in a simultaneous manner. With concave 

function, change pattern is consistent.  
 In early iterations, convex function must be selected by divergence 

restriction factor in order to minimize premature convergence. So that, in a 

wide range, optimum solutions can be computed using particles. A concave 
function should be selected in the later stages. So that, there will be slow 
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change in divergence restriction factor to the minimum value for developing 

locally. Algorithm convergence is ensured by this. Expression (6) shows the 

cosine function based functional divergence restriction factor structuring 

according to this principle.  

𝐾 =
cos ((𝜋 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥)×𝑇)⁄ +2.5

4
                          (6) 

Where, iterations count is represented as T. Assign Gmax= 40, value K’s 
changing curve will be initiated. At first, K’s curve will be like convex 

function and at last, it is transformed as a concave function. In expression 

(2), substitutes the value of K and it is expressed as expression (7). 

Formula (7) is described below: 

𝑣𝑖𝑑 = (
cos ((𝜋×𝑇 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥))×2.5⁄

4
) × [𝑣𝑖𝑑 + 2 × 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() × (𝑝𝑖𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑) + 2 ×

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑() × (𝑝𝑔𝑑 − 𝑥𝑖𝑑)]                                                                                (7) 

Algorithm 2: Improved Particle Swarm Optimization (IPSO) 

 
 

 

Input : No.of.nodes 

Output: weight optimization for threshold selection 

For every particle i 

For every dimension d 

 Within permissible range, position 𝑥𝑖𝑑 is initialized randomly 

 Within permissible range, velocity 𝑣𝑖𝑑 is initialized randomly 
End For 

End For 

Iteration k=1 

Do 

While itermax is not attained or minimum error criterion is not satisfied do 

For every particle do 

 Fitness value is computed; 

 If fitness value is better than best fitness value in history (pbest) 

 Current value is set as new pbest; 

End 

End 

For every particle do 
Find in particle neighbourhood, particle with best fitness (gbest); 

For the particle (Vp-ran), velocity is selected randomly 

Using expression (2), particle velocity 𝑣𝑝𝑗
𝑖  is computed 

Calculate particle position  𝑝𝑝𝑗
𝑖  

Apply the divergence restriction factor K according to eq (6) 

Update all the particle position and velocity 

Evaluate all population  

End 
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4 Results and Discussion 
 
In this segment, to evaluate the proposed scheme’s performance, 

employed the network simulation. Proposed Multi-Objective aware Micro-

Macro Clustering based Improved Side Channel Monitoring (MO-MMC-
ISCM) performance results are compared with available routing protocols 

based on cluster like MO-MMC-HAWGA, EE-HTLC, HSACP and FCM 

techniques using NS2 simulator.  
In experimentation, configuring network specifications with respect to 

setting values are given in Table 1. But, according to various applications, 

these values may be changed. In this proposed work, time intervals values 

selection in Table 1 indicates decrease experimentation time to observation.  

Table  1: Setting Values For Experiments 

Parameter Value Unit Description 

N 30 Nodes Nodes count 

C 3 Clusters Clusters count 

Trecluster 30000 Ms Time of r-clustering 

Tsample 500 Ms Sample time to sense 

Tcycle 5000 Ms Time interval between two transmission of data 

TDataRx  500 Ms Time for receiving CH data 

TDataagg 50 Ms Data aggregate time at CH 

TRadioon_CH 600 Ms Maximum time for keeping radio on for sending 

TRadioonCM
 100 Ms Maximum time  for keeping radio on for sending 

∆Vth 100 mV Dead node’s threshold voltage 

 
To imply the enhancements, comparison is made with proposed 

techniques performance evaluation based on measured values and following 

figures 6-10 are used for depicting it. 

 

 

Figure  6: Consumption Of Energy 
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To reduce energy consumption, in every cluster, cluster formation 

technique and routing are employed in proposed MO-MMC-ISCM 

technique, which leads to unnecessary re-clustering. When compared with 

available techniques, less energy is consumed by proposed MO-MMC-ISCM 
scheme as indicated in the analysis. 

 

Figure 7: Total Remaining Energy Of Network 

Figure 7 shows the entire residual energy of network. Proposed MO-

MMC-ISCM technique utilizes more energy when compared with other 
techniques as stated by this, especially in premature rounds. Effective cluster 

formation forms base for this. When compared with other available 

techniques, high residual energy can be attained using this proposed MO-
MMC-ISCM as shown in this analysis 

 

Figure 8: Number Of Live Nodes Vs Round Proceeds Comparison 

The live mobile nodes count is represented in figure 8. The initial energy 

of round is 0.5 J/node. In network lifetime, remarkable enhancement can be 
achieved using proposed MO-MMC-ISCM technique according to the time 

on which entire node initiates to die ( t1) and time when nodes are dead (t2). 

Between nodes, load balancing can be exhibited successfully using proposed 
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technique with relatively small interval betweent1 and t2. After 1400 rounds, 

there will be 25 alive nodes in proposed MO-MMC-ISCM scheme.  
After process completion, there will be huge number of alive count in 

proposed MO-MMC-ISCM technique as shown in the analysis, which is 

better than other available techniques.  

 

Figure 9: Number Of Rounds Vs Percentage Of Dead Nodes Comparison 

If a node’s entire energy is depleted, then that node is termed as dead 

node and in subsequent rounds, they will be executed. Round number in the 
condition with few dead nodes is represented in Figure 9. Available 

techniques like FCM, HSACP, EE-HTLC and MO-MMC-HAWGA are 

outperformed consistently by proposed MO-MMC-ISCM technique as 

illustrated in Figure 9. After process completion, there are large amount of 
dead nodes in the proposed MO-MMC-ISCM technique as proved in this 

analysis.  

 

Figure 10: Energy Consumption Vs Reconstruction Accuracy 
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The proposed MO-MMC-ISCM techniques energy utilization 

performance is assessed with respect to relative error and a comparison is 

made with available techniques like FCM, HSACP, EE-HTLC and MO-

MMC-HAWGA. Figure 10 illustrates this performance comparison. For a 
specified energy expenditure, smallest relative error of 0.03 is produced by 

proposed MO-MMC-ISCM when compared with other available techniques 

as mentioned in the results. Less relative can be obtained using proposed 
MO-MMC-ISCM techniques when compared with available techniques as 

proven in the analysis. 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

In military application, routing and security which is a critical factor is a 
concern in these kind of networks due to lack of centralized control. This 

results into launching of different attacks including the packet dropping 

attack in these kind of networks. Proposed work, introduced new framework 

termed as Multi-Objective aware Micro-Macro Clustering using Hybridized 
Additive Weight based Cuckoo Search Algorithm (MO-MMC-HAWCSA). 

Under multiple objectives consideration like stability, bandwidth, energy and 

distance, mobile node’s are clustered in an optimum manner using this 
proposed work. And also the Improved Side Chanel monitoring MISCM 

produces average computational and communication overheads as it detects 

packet drop attacks. In this the Watch Dog though produces less 
computational and communication overhead is susceptible under partial and 

cooperate attacks. The proposed ISCM produces high overheads in detecting 

different attack kinds and is susceptible in mobile environments. In different 

network conditions like friendly to hostile, low abnormal rate to high 
abnormal rate, spare to dense, effective security performance is produced by 

this as indicated in experimental results. Cryptography can be used in future 

for securing ISCM and its performance can be evaluated through simulation. 
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